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Paisley Boiler Installations
 
Website : https://paisleyboilerinstallations.co.uk/
Address : M0010, 115 Abercorn Street, Paisley, PA3 4AT, United Kingdom
Phone : 0141 280 5350
Paisley Boiler Installations are local professional heating engineers. We can cover all kinds of
new boiler installations, boiler replacements, central heating installations, servicing and
repairs. We can repair and service any make or model of boiler and our preferred boilers for
new installations are Worcester Bosch, Vaillant and Glow Worm covering a wide range of
prices to suit all wallets.
We choose these boiler brands for a reason because we know you will be happy with them,
problem free for a long time. As approved Worcester Bosch installers we can now fit new
boilers with up to 5, 7 and 10 year guarantees. Added to this we offer a unique workmanship
guarantee on all new installations giving you peace of mind for years to come.
With over 20 years experience working with a well known national power company we are
able to bring you the same high standards, quality boilers and great customer service but with
a much better local price. Based in Paisley, we cover Glasgow and the surrounding areas. Our
engineers are based across Glasgow and so there is usually someone nearby.
We can repair, replace or install entire central heating systems for any size of property large or
small. We have engineers with the required commercial qualifications to work with larger
boilers over 70kW, meaning that we can cover even the largest houses and commercial
building as well as smaller houses and apartments.
If your radiators have any cold spots or the pipes are making strange noises then your heating
system might be becoming clogged with rust and dirt particles. Instead of having to replace
the radiators we can often fix the problem with a power flush. We pump high pressure cleaning
chemicals through your system and filter the water with magnets and special filters. This can
leave your radiators and pipes working like new.
Because of the widespread of our engineers across Paisley and Glasgow we receive a lot of
our business from referrals as work has consistently spread of our good prices and friendly,
honest engineers. We hope that once you are our next totally satisfied with the work we do for
you, you may be our next happy customer to refer us to your own friends.
Any size of property any type of boiler. Give us a call on 0141 280 5350 for an Instant Quote
and free home heating survey.
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